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Abstract 

Metagenomic approaches focus on taxonomy or gene annotation but lack power in defining 

functionality of gut microbiota. Therefore, metaproteomics approaches have been introduced to 

overcome this limitation. However, the common metaproteomics approach uses data-dependent 

acquisition mass spectrometry, which is known to have limited reproducibility when analyzing 

samples with complex microbial composition. In this work, we provide a proof-of-concept for data-

independent acquisition (DIA) metaproteomics. To this end, we analyze metaproteomes using DIA 

mass spectrometry and introduce an open-source data analysis software package diatools, which 

enables accurate and consistent quantification of DIA metaproteomics data. We demonstrate the 

feasibility of our approach in gut microbiota metaproteomics using laboratory assembled microbial 

mixtures as well as human fecal samples.  
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Introduction 

Metaproteomics is an emerging research area to analyze an entire set of proteins from all 

microorganisms present in one ecosystem 1. Its major benefit relies in its ability to reveal directly 

the functionality of gut microbiota, while the more widely used metagenomics provides insights 

only on the functional potential.  

The common approach in metaproteomics is data-dependent acquisition (DDA) mass spectrometry 

2,3. However, the performance of DDA has been reported to decline when sample complexity 

increases 2, leading to limited reproducibility, bias toward high abundance peptides, and 

undersampling 4. It has been suggested that one possible approach to overcome these limitations is 

data-independent acquisition (DIA) mass spectrometry 5, such as sequential window acquisition of 

all theoretical fragment-ion spectra (SWATH) 6. However, DIA has not been applied to 

metaproteomics studies of gut microbiota before and currently there is a lack of DIA data analysis 

software that can reliably process the DIA metaproteomics data. 

To this end, we introduce a DIA approach for metaproteomics and a software package diatools for 

analyzing the resulting DIA data. To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, we chose here the 

commonly used DIA approach that first builds a spectral library from DDA data and then performs a 

targeted search for peptides that are present in the library. Although a prerequisite for peptide 

discovery is that it has been previously discovered through the DDA procedure of selecting the most 

intensive ions, the subsequent identification in DIA samples is more comprehensive, resulting in a 

more systematic identification of peptides across all samples 7. Accordingly, the data processing in 

diatools is divided into two main steps: 1) generation of spectral library from DDA data, and 2) 

identification and quantification of peptides from the DIA data using the spectral library 

(Supplementary Fig. 1). The first step was implemented following the protocol by Schubert et al. 8, 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/TZ7iS
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/NOx0s+FSU4l
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/NOx0s
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/3j7x9
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/SxW4B
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/8YPvG
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/Ftjm
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/7Y5iB
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while the second step builds on the OpenSWATH software 9. To ensure easy and reproducible access 

to the software environment, diatools was implemented as a Docker image, which is freely available 

at Docker Hub (elolab/diatools). Further details on the installation and usage of our diatools package 

are provided in software documentation (https://github.com/elolab/diatools). 

Experimental Section 

The diatools software package 

The diatools software package is designed for automatic analysis of DIA mass spectrometry data 

from raw data files to a matrix that contains the identified peptides as rows and their intensities in 

each sample as columns. In short, diatools generates a spectral library from DDA data and uses it to 

identify and quantify peptides from the DIA data automatically. In essence, diatools has been 

developed to contain a selection of components chosen from multiple standard proteomics tools 

and workflows in such a way that they support metaproteomic data analysis of complex gut 

microbiota data, which otherwise is a challenging task.  

 

The diatools software package was built on the Ubuntu operating system (version 17.04) and 

contains the following preinstalled software: OpenMS 10  (version 2.3), Trans-Proteomic Pipeline 

(TPP) 11 (version 5.0), msproteomicstools 12 (version 0.6.0), ProteoWizard 13 (version 3.0.11252), and 

R 14 (version 3.3.2) with the SWATH2stats 15 (version 1.8.1). The diatools package with the full 

software environment is distributed as a Docker image and can be downloaded from Docker Hub 

repository compbiomed/diatools. Step-by-step instructions to use the software are provided in the 

software documentation (https://github.com/elolab/diatools). 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/p0UJ0
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/2Rte7
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/Ou1TK
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/I1rDa
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/ZU9jz
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/qBocM
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/EB23r
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When developing the software package, we used a single OpenStack16 virtual machine with 23 cores 

(Intel Haswell architecture). The available amount of RAM available in the server was 238 GB. In our 

datasets, the running time was 1 - 2 days per a dataset. Additionally, we tested that all our datasets 

can be successfully run with 128GB of RAM. 

 

 

Microbial mixture and human fecal samples 

In the present study, a laboratory assembled microbial mixture was used as sample material.  The  

microbial mixture (12mix) contained twelve different strains isolated from fecal samples of three 

human donors grown on fastidious anaerobe agar (LAB 090; LAB M, UK) and annotated by 

sequencing their 16S-rDNA: Bacteroides vulgatus, Parabacteroides distasonis, Enterorhabdus sp., 

Bifidobacterium pseudocatenulatum, Escherichia coli, Streptococcus agalactiae, Bacteroides fragilis, 

Alistipes onderdonkii, Collinsella aerofaciens, Clostridium sordellii, Eubacterium tenue, and 

Bifidobacterium bifidum. Prior to mixing, the bacterial cell counts were equalized to 10 x 108 cells / 

ml using flow cytometry (Bacteria counting kit for FLO, Fisher Scientific) and 1 x 108 cells of each 

isolate were added to the final mixture. 

 

In addition, six human fecal samples from anonymous individuals were analyzed under the 

permission of the Southwest Finland Hospital District. 

 

Protein isolation 

The protein isolation for the 12mix samples was performed using a Barocycler instrument NEP3229 

(Pressure BioSciences Inc., South Easton, Easton, Massachusetts, USA), which uses pressure cycles 

to lyse the cells. From the human fecal samples, the proteins were isolated using the NoviPure 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/Ir0R4
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Microbial Protein Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Protein 

concentrations were determined using the Bradford method. Fifty μg of protein was used for trypsin 

digestion. The proteins were reduced with dithiothreitol (DTT) and alkylated with iodoacetamide.  

The trypsin digestion was performed conventionally in two steps: first trypsin was added in a 1:50 

ratio and digested for 4h and then with a 1:30 ratio overnight at 37 °C. After digestion, the peptides 

were desalted using a SepPak C18 96-well plate (Waters Corporation, Milford, Massachusetts, USA). 

 

LC-MS/MS setup for data-dependent and data-independent analyses 

The LC-ESI-MS/MS analyses were performed on a nanoflow HPLC system (Easy-nLC1200, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) coupled to a Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a nano-electrospray ionization source. Five hundred ng of 

the digested protein samples were first loaded on a trapping column and subsequently separated 

inline on a 15 cm C18 column (75 μm × 15 cm, ReproSil-Pur 5 μm 200 Å C18-AQ, Dr. Maisch HPLC, 

Ammerbuch-Entringen, Germany). The mobile phase consisted of water with 0.1% formic acid 

(solvent A) or acetonitrile/water (80:20 volume/volume) with 0.1% formic acid (solvent B). A 90 min 

two-step gradient from 7% to 35% B, followed by wash with 100% B, was used to elute the peptides. 

 

The mass spectrometry data was acquired automatically using Thermo Xcalibur 3.1 software 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). The DDA method consisted of an Orbitrap MS survey scan of mass range 

375-1500 m/z followed by higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD) fragmentation for 15 most 

intense peptide ions. The survey scan was done with 120 K resolution. AGC target was 3e6 and max 

injection time 50 ms. Monoisotopic masses were then selected for further fragmentation for ions 

with 2 to 5 charge within a dynamic exclusion range of 30 s and a minimum intensity threshold of 

2e4 ions. Precursor ions were isolated using the quadrupole with an isolation window of 1.4 m/z, 
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NCE 27% was used, the AGC target was set at 1e5 and maximum injection time was 50 ms. For the 

DDA analysis, the samples of each type were pooled and spiked with indexed retention time 

peptides (HRM Calibration kit, Biognosys, Schlieren, Switzerland). The pooled 12mix samples were 

analyzed three times and the pooled human fecal samples six times in DDA mode. 

 

DIA quantification was performed with a resolution of 30 000. AGC target was set at 5e5 with 

automatic maximum injection time. Isolation window was 15 m/z, and the acquisition window 

covered a mass range from 400 to 1000 m/z through 40 consecutive isolation windows. For the DIA 

analysis, the samples were spiked with indexed retention time peptides (HRM Calibration kit, 

Biognosys, Schlieren, Switzerland) and each sample was injected once.  

 

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium 

via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD008738. 

 

Mass spectrometry data analysis 

All data analysis steps from the raw DDA and DIA files to peptide intensity matrix were done using 

the diatools software package. The spectral libraries required for the DIA data analysis were 

generated separately for each sample type utilizing the data acquired in the DDA mode and two 

search algorithms: X!Tandem 17 (version 2016.01) and Comet 18 (version 2017.2.1.4). Parent ion 

mass tolerance was set to 10 ppm and fragment ion tolerance to 0.02 Da. The integrated gene 

catalogue 19 , containing 9.9 million protein sequences, was utilized as the sequence database when 

performing the peptide to spectrum matching of the DDA data. The false discovery rate (FDR) was 

set at 1% for peptide identifications from DDA data. For the TRIC feature alignment 20 of the DIA 

data, the target and maximum FDRs were 1% and 5%, respectively.  

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/StjYG
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/7P9gF
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/eCQkc
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/nw2sj
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The peptides were functionally and taxonomically annotated using the annotations of the integrated 

reference catalog of the human gut microbiome 21. For each peptide, annotations of all possible 

target protein sequences were retrieved. A functional annotation for the peptide was assigned only 

if the source proteins had exactly the same functional annotation. Otherwise, the peptide was 

annotated as ambiguous. A taxonomic annotation was assigned similarly.  

 

Statistical analysis 

The reproducibility of quantification between the technical replicates of the 12mix DIA samples was 

assessed by Pearson correlation. 

 

Results and Discussion 

To first demonstrate the technical feasibility of our DIA metaproteomics approach in a controlled 

setting, we performed liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis of a 

microbial mixture containing twelve (12mix) different bacterial strains. Three technical replicates of 

the mixture were analyzed. The diatools data analysis identified a total of 14888 unique peptides 

(Supplementary Tables 1-2). The number was comparable to those reported earlier from DDA data 

with similar laboratory protocols 22, which is in line with the fact that the DIA method can identify 

only peptides that are present in the DDA data spectral library. 

Investigation of the overlaps of the identified peptides between the technical replicates of the 

mixture and correlations between their intensities suggested that DIA had high reproducibility in 

terms of both identifications and quantifications. When comparing the overlaps of the identified 

peptides, more than 96% of the peptides were identified in all three technical replicates (Fig. 1A). 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/AXt1l
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/FRPez
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Moreover, pairwise correlations between the intensities across the replicates were high (r = 0.96, 

0.96 and 0.97) (Fig. 1B and Supplementary Fig. 2). 

Additionally, we compared the observed and known compositions of the mixture. At phylum level, 

71% of the peptides could be assigned a unique annotation (Supplementary Fig. 3A). At genus level, 

43% of the peptides could be annotated, respectively (Fig. 1C). Importantly, less than 0.1% of all the 

peptides were incorrectly annotated to phyla not present in the mix and less than 1% of genera 

were incorrectly annotated.  

After confirming the technical feasibility of our DIA metaproteomics approach in the laboratory-

grown bacterial mixture, we also included in the analysis fecal samples from human donors to show 

the applicability of our method in a more complex setting. For this, we assessed six human fecal 

samples and identified 12804 unique peptides using the diatools software package (Supplementary 

Tables 1-2). Again, the number of unique peptides was comparable to that reported earlier from 

DDA data with similar laboratory protocols 22. 

In the more complex human fecal samples, overlaps of the identified peptides across individuals 

were relatively high with the DIA approach; the median overlap of the identified peptides between 

each sample pair was 73% (interquartile range IQR 67% – 80%) (Fig. 2A). As a reference, Kolmeder 

et al. 23 reported 30% (IQR 25% – 34%) overlap for DDA data in their study (Fig. 2B). Of the identified 

peptides, unique annotation could be assigned to 47% of the peptides at phylum level and to 28% 

of the peptides at genus level (Supplementary Fig. 3B, Fig. 2C). Although the majority of the 

peptides remained unannotated, the taxonomic composition of the metaproteome was similar to 

those reported earlier by others 3,23,24. 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/FRPez
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/M3HB2
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/2QQXq+M3HB2+FSU4l
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Finally, we investigated the functional characteristics of the peptides in both the laboratory-grown 

bacterial mixture and the human fecal samples using annotations of the integrated reference 

catalog of the human gut microbiome 25. For each peptide, we retrieved KEGG orthologous group 

(KOG) identifiers of all proteins from which it may have originated. For the majority of the peptides, 

the retrieved identifiers were identical and a single KOG could be assigned in the  sample sets:  88% 

in the 12mix and 87% in the human fecal samples (Supplementary Fig. 4). This suggests that the 

peptide-level functional annotations can be assigned without the intermediate step of protein 

inference. Therefore, to avoid the potential ambiguities caused by protein inference, we argue that 

it may be more feasible to use peptide-based methods to detect functional differences in 

metaproteomics, similarly as suggested for single-organism proteomics 26. The most common KOGs 

found in the human fecal samples (Supplementary Table 3) have been reported by others as well 

23,27. 

A main fallback of the DIA data analysis with a spectral library is that it might not represent the 

whole diversity of the samples. While the DIA approach aims to reduce the problem of 

undersampling in metaproteomics 4, the pooled DDA samples used to build the spectral libraries 

may be affected by peptides that are commonly detected in the sample set. However, the improved 

reproducibility of DIA is expected to be useful, for instance, when assessing metaproteome 

differences between groups of individuals, in which having a set of reproducibly detectable peptides 

across samples is crucial. 

Conclusions 

Our results demonstrate for the first time the utility of DIA in metaproteomics analysis of complex 

microbial samples. We provide an open-source software package diatools that enables easy 

https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/18VAC
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/RnFTb
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/9Pyac+M3HB2
https://paperpile.com/c/iBl1nQ/3j7x9
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application of the method and also future refinements and improvements of the method, which we 

present in this work mainly as a proof-of-concept. 
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Figures and tables 

 

Figure 1. (A)  Overlaps of the identified peptides between the three technical replicates of the 12mix samples. (B) 

Representative example of correlations of peptide quantifications between two technical replicates of the 12mix 

samples. (C) Proportions of the identified peptides taxonomically annotated on genus level in the 12mix samples. 

 

 

Figure 2. (A) Overlaps of the peptide identifications between each possible pair of human fecal samples. The 

proportions were calculated by dividing the number of common peptides by the total number of peptides in either 

one of the samples of a sample pair, which results in an asymmetric matrix of percentages. (B) Overlaps of peptide 

identifications across sample pairs in the current DIA study and a recent DDA study 23. (C) Proportions of the identified 

peptides taxonomically annotated on genus level in the human fecal samples. 
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